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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO: Homeowners of Whitridge Homeowners Association, Inc. 
 
FROM: Kelley Ross Brown, Esq. 
 
RE: Changes to Declaration and Bylaws from Prior Version 
 
FILE #: WH101.103687 
 
DATE: June 2, 2021 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 As you are reviewing the restated declaration and bylaws, please note that the following 
concepts from the prior declaration and bylaws which have been eliminated or changed and other 
concepts have been added or clarified: 
 

1. Overall for both documents, language has been updated.  All references to the Declarant in the 
prior documents have been deleted since all of the Lots have been sold. 

2. Deleted the mention of Class A and B members—no need since there is no Declarant.  
Owners are Members. 

3. Stipulated in Section IV of Declaration that assessments are collected on a monthly basis.  
Weekly garbage pickup is also added into the monthly fee.  Insurance premiums shall be paid 
equally by the Owners. 

4. In Article X of the Declaration, clarified that any insurance deductible shall be paid the 
Owner or Owner(s) responsible for or impacted by the loss. 

5. Updated General Covenants and Restrictions in Section 11 to be more on par with 2021.   
This includes pets at 11.2; parking at 11.21;  common areas at 11.24; and leasing of homes at 
11.26.   

6. Note the changes to Leasing at 11.26.  Existing townhomes that lease are grandfathered-in 
until regular pattern of leasing for the Owner ceases or the townhome is sold.  No further 
leases of townhomes will be permitted upon the recording of the Declaration and Bylaws. 

7. Number of Directors can be no more than seven nor less than five, as determined by a vote of 
the Board.  Directors can be removed with or without cause by a vote of the members and for 
cause by a vote of the Board.  Section 5 of Bylaws. 

8. Verified that online voting by members is not permitted under the not-for-profit law, so this 
concept has not been built into the documents at this time, in spite of recent events. 

   


